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Preservation & Scholarship Grants 

Please find information below on the 13 grants made in the past quarter, November 2021, from our Preservation and Scholarship fund. 
 

Organisation: Project Title: Amount 
awarded: 

The Story: 

Temple Old Kirk 
Friends 

Urgent repairs of 
Temple Old Kirk  
 
 

£20,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded Temple Old Kirk Friends £20,000 towards the costs 
of urgent repairs of ancient monument and former church, Temple Old Kirk, found in 
Midlothian in Scotland.  
 
The repairs to Old Kirk are part of an ongoing conservation project, but these repairs 
are key to allow public access to the building. Repairs include removing vegetation, 
raking out old Portland cement from previous repairs and repointing with lime mortar 
throughout. Once repaired there are plans for Old Kirk to offer educational and 
training opportunities for young people interested in archaeology.  
 
The building represents part of a more significant church first established in the 14th 
century which may have replaced an earlier building from the 12th century. Old Kirk 
was also associated with the Knights Templar in the 12th century.   
 

Panopticon 
Building 
Preservation 
Trust 

Britannia Panopticon 
Music Hall Feasibility 
Study 
 

£15,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £15,000 towards a Feasibility Study of the historically 
outstanding, Category A listed building, Britannia Panopticon Music Hall. 
 
Britannia Panoptican Music Hall was built 1857 in Trongate, Glasgow and is the last 
surviving music hall in Scotland. The aim is to bring this building back to life to offer a 
vibrant venue in Glasgow and allow the local community to enjoy its historical past.  
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The Feasibility Study is an important early stage step to identify the viability of 
operating this historic building. This is the last music hall in the UK to not be restored 
and Historic Environment Scotland states ‘the former Britannia Music Hall is an 
exceptionally rare survival of a music hall’.  
 

The John Rae 
Society 

Developing a new 
visitor centre and 
rennovating The Hall 
of Clestrain 
 

£35,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £35,000 towards the salary costs of the Project 
Manager at the John Rae Society (JRS). 
 
John Rae (1813-1893) was a European explorer of the Arctic in the 19th century. He 
was born in Orkney and led four expeditions to the Canadian Arctic in the 1840s and 
50s. His expeditions were incredibly impressive – he surveyed nearly 2,500 km of 
previously unmapped coast. Here is great profile of John Rae’s life. 
 
The Hall of Clestrain (The Hall) is an exceptional Palladian villa completed in 1769 
and was the childhood home of John Rae. The Hall is on the Orkney – it is 
surrounded by spectacular landscapes and was a ideal place to the see shipping and 
training between Orkney and Canada.  
 
The overall project is to renovate the Hall and regenerate its surrounding areas, 
making it a fitting legacy for John Rae, increasing tourism in Orkney and inspiring the 
spirit of Arctic adventure and history in the area. Despite Covid-19 restrictions, the 
project and conservation efforts have continued on. Therefore, providing the salary 
costs for the Project Manager was presented as the most effective method to ensure 
continuity of the work.  
 

Mount Zion 
Apostolic 
Church 

Picturing the past: 
Celebrating and 
conserving our 
heritage 

£15,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £15,000 to the Mount Zion Apostolic Church in 
Nottingham to help them unlock further funding from the National Lottery Heritage 
Fund by paying for professional fees in this development phase.  
 
Their building is a Grade 2 listed ‘Capitol Bingo and Social Club’ that was built in 
1937. It has huge aesthetic value with beautifully designed elements of the late Art 
Deco influence and the interior decoration has survived well. The building is also a 
huge part of the community and as a Black-led Church, they want to explore the 
Black History of the building and the local area.  
 

https://www.davidbarrieauthor.org/blog/2021/1/23/john-rae-arctic-explorer-extraordinary
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The funding is urgent as water ingress through the roof is rendering majority of the 
building unusable and threatening the future sustainability of the Church and its 
activities. To bid for capital work funding, they need match funding within the 
development phase – in this case to cover design and project manager costs. With 
the grant of £15,000, the Church should now be eligible to unlock a NLHF fund of 
£1,468,000 for the capital works.  
 

Stratford Upon 
Avon Town Hall 

Restoration of 
Stratford Upon Avon 
Town Hall’s 
Shakespeare Statue 
 
 

£10,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £10,000 to Stratford Upon Avon Town Hall for them 
to restore and repair their iconic Shakespeare Statue.  
 
Stratford Town Hall, a grade II listed building, is already in the process of being 
renovated and refurbished, but the centre piece of the Hall is the statue of William 
Shakespeare. The statue was commissioned in 1769 and is a unique lead portrait 
sculpture by John Cheere. The statue itself sits on the top of Stratford Town Hall and 
for that reason is a tourism draw and useful learning moment for educational visits. 
Lead sculptures are unusual after they fell out of fashion in the late 1760s and 
therefore conserving this beloved statue is of great importance to Stratford Town 
Hall. 
 

The Leighton 
Library Trust 

Leighton Library’s 
Repair and 
Renovation 
 

£30,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £30,000 to Leighton Library to repair and maintain 
the fabric of the building.  
 
Leighton Library is a monument to Robert Leighton (1611-1684), who was the 
Principal of Edinburgh University, the Restoration Bishop of Dunblane of Glasgow. 
His original collection is preserved largely intact and includes some 1,464 volumes 
and 149 pamphlets. Today the Library is used by academics and scholars and is 
open to the public during summer months. Described as a ‘late 17th century historic 
survivor at the heart of Dunblane’ the building has national significance as the 
earliest purpose-built private library in Scotland. 
 
The fabric of the Library’s building is detoriating and various historic repairs are 
coming home to roost. The book collection is at risk due to inappropriate cement 
render and the removal of crowsteps. The windows, door surrounds and chimneys 
also need repairing. The ultimate plan is to adapt and reuse the ground floor to 
increase the visitor attraction to the Library. Historic Environment Scotland will also 
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be helping with the overall repair and conservation.  

Tewkesbury 
Abbey PCC 

Window repairs at 
Tewkesbury Abbey 
Hall  

£20,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £20,000 to Tewkesbury Abbey to repair and restore 
the windows on the Abbey’s Grade II listed Parish Hall.  
 
Tewkesbury Abbey was founded in 1087 and was built to house Benedictine monks. 
It has remained a place for Christian worship and mission since then and offers 
formal services each day. 
 
The project to repair and restore the Parish Hall’s windows will be carried out by 
specialist contractors who work on historic and ancient buildings. Repairs include 
removing fixing, stone and glass repairs, paint finishes and redecoration of the 
windows and pointing. Importantly, these repairs are urgent since our architect 
highlighted that the windows are a risk to everyone in and near the building – with 
corroded stonework and disintegrating metal frames.  

Morrab Library Preserving our rare 
books collection from 
mould and dust at 
Morrab Library 
 

£10,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £10,000 to Morrab Library in Penzance, Cornwall, to 
clean and de-mould their collection rare books.  
 
Morrab Library is an independent subscription library housed in a Victorian mansion 
within the public Morrab Gardens in Penzance, Cornwall. Established before the first 
public library in Penzance, the Morrab contains around 70,000 non-fiction and fiction 
titles, collected over 200 years. The Library’s particular focus, and strength, is on 
Cornish history, literature and people.  
 
Morrab Library’s collection of rare, published books are at risk of permanent damage 
due to mould and dust within their grade II listed building. The collection is a record 
of 203 years of continuous collecting. With majority of books being donated over 
time, the collection reflects how the library and its subscribers’ interests have grown 
and developed over time. The collection itself covers a variety of subjects from 
literature to natural history to theology and is valued close to £900,000.  
 

Rutland County 
Council 

Supporting the next 
phase of conserving 
the ‘Rutland Sea 

£13,000 The Pilgrim Trust has awarded £13,000 towards the next phase of conservation of 
Rutland’s Ichthyosaur. 
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Dragon’ aka the 
Ichthyosaur 

180 million years old, incredibly well preserved, the excavation of the Ichthyosaur 
aka the #RutlandSeaDragon is amazing! The fossilised remains of Britain’s largest 
ichthyosaur were discovered at the Rutland Water Nature Reserve and multiple 
partners have come together for its preservation and conservation. 
 
Our support will help the next phase of conservation of this 10 metre fossil. Next 
steps include plaster jacketing the rear limb for seeing how best to preserve the 
fossils, cleaning the Sea Dragon’s teeth and taking 2D and 3D images and models. 
 
Find out more on Anglia Water’s website here: 
https://www.anglianwater.co.uk/community/rutland-sea-dragon/ 
 

The Novium 
Museum 

Conservation and 
display of an Iron Age 
sword from the North 
Bersted warrior burial 
 
 

£4,900 The Pilgrim Trust awarded £4,900 to Novium Museum in Chichester to help them 
conserve and exhibit an iron age sword found in the North Bersted warrior burial.  
 
The Novium Museum collects and preserve the heritage of the Chichester district 
and engages the local community to show them the history of their local area.  
 
In 2008 an internationally important Iron Age Warrior burial was discovered during 
excavations at a site in North Bersted, Bognor Regis. Archaeologists believe he may 
have been a refugee Gallic fighter who fled Julius Caesar’s army during the Gallic 
Wars in c.50BC.  
 
During the post excavation phase, conservation work was carried out to identify and 
stabilise the finds in preparation for reporting, however funding only allowed for the 
partial conservation and investigation of the iron sword. Therefore, the Pilgrim Trust’s 
grant will allow for the full conservation of the sword, including x-rays, cleaning and 
conservation and the production of custom display mount. 
 
Fun fact: the sword is a long sword and good for wielding on horseback. Its laddered 
scabbard is an unusual design for Britain and much more typical of swords found in 
the European continent.  

St Mary’s 
Cathedral 
Edinburgh 

Exploring the 
condition of the 
Phoebe Anna 

£1,500 The Pilgrim Trust awarded a small grant of £1,500 to St Mary’s Cathedral in 
Edinburgh to do a survey and report on the condition of the Phoebe Anna Traquair 
murals in their Song School. 

https://www.anglianwater.co.uk/community/rutland-sea-dragon/
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 Traquair murals in the 
Song School 
 
 

 
Phoebe Anna Traquair is an internationally recognised Scottish artist of the arts and 
crafts movement. The Song School is a unique building within Scotland and was built 
in 1880 when the Cathedral opened to ensure that the choristers and lay clerks of 
the Cathedral had an appropriate space within which to practice.   
 
Last restored 25 years ago, the murals are showing some signs of deterioration and 
flaking. Therefore, this initial survey and advisory report will give St Mary’s clear 
information on which to base their next conservation efforts.  
 

The Bedford 
Park Society 

Conservation of the 
sign of the Tabard 
Inn, Bedford Park, 
painted by Thomas 
Mathews Rooke  
 
 

£3,600 
 

The Pilgrim Trust awarded the Bedford Park Society £3,600 to conserve ‘The Tabard 
Sign’.  
 
The Tabard Sign was painted by the artist and Bedford Park resident, Thomas 
Mathews Rooke and completed in 1881-2.  On the East-facing side Rooke painted a 
view of the Tabard Inn itself. On the West-facing side he represented a herald 
dressed in a ceremonial tabard.  
 
The Tabard Sign is especially interesting as an element of the decoration and 
adornment of Bedford Park. While the Bedford Park Society has been successful in 
its work of ensuring the conservation of the architecture of Bedford Park, there have 
been fewer opportunities to conserve this kind of artefact. Bedford Park estate was 
constructed in 1875 and the society was founded in 1963 to support the conservation 
of Bedford Park.  

Ilkley Manor 
House Trust 
 

Repairs to Stone 
Window Mullions 
 

£4,200 
 

The Pilgrim Trust has awarded the Ilkley Manor House trust £4,200 to repair their 
stone window mullions. 
 
 
Ilkley Manor House was built in the 14th Century on the site of a Roman Fort and is 
now a Grade 1 Listed building. The aim of the Trust is to preserve the site for visitors 
and the community as a museum, gallery and live venue by hosting a changing 
programme of arts, cultural and heritage events which seek to inform, inspire and 
entertain. 
 
Previous owners have painted the stone internally and this has been done with an 
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inappropriate paint. This has caused a significant problem for the stone window 
mullions and they have deteriorated due to dampness being trapped in the stone. 
The stone is becoming so deteriorated that the glazing is loosening, and the reveal 
underneath is being shown. Stonemasons have identified a technique to safely 
remove the paint from the windows. This will enable lime mortar repairs to be 
undertaken to the worst affected areas and will allow the Trust, in conjunction with 
experts, to identify the full and proper long-term repairs required.   

 

 


